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1. About postage stamps – introductory remarks (1)

 Definition

 small pieces of paper created and distributed by state agencies as a means for 

customers to pay postage

 established worldwide since the 2nd half of the 19th century ( ► imperialism, 

colonialism) 

 Important features

 the name of the issuing nation (+ additional texts)

 the denomination of the monetary value 

 design and colours 

 often: pictures of contemporary or historic persons, events, symbols, and 

institutions, or natural realities that symbolize the empire’s or nation's traditions, 

values and spatial concepts
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1. About postage stamps – introductory remarks (2)

 Postage stamps and official identity policies

Governments have always used stamps as effective tools of national identity
policies, because stamps are …

 part of everyday life

 reach all strata of the population and people of all age groups

 even if not consciously perceived, their messages are widely spread

 particularly suitable for commemorative practices.

Commemorative stamp of the series:    
‘Declaration of Human Rights, 10th anniversary’, issued on 1958-12-10.
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2. Reading postage stamps as visual historical sources in

history lessons (1)

 Option 1: Reading stamps as an illustration to historical topic

 Using the stamp’s picture to illustrate the topics of the history curriculum (e.g. 

portraits, buildings, mountains …)

 Advantages:

 Students recognize that the topic of the history lesson played or plays a role in the 
subsequent or contemporary history culture of the country.

 Students get a visual “anchor” to better memorize the historical topic. 
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2. Reading postage stamps as visual historical sources in

history lessons (2)

 Option 2: Reading stamps as a visual historical source 

for the time of the emission of the stamp

 The students analyze the history culture (culture of remembrance, memory 

culture) of the time of the emission of the stamp. 

 Advantages: The students …

 … become aware of the history culture of the time of the emission of the stamp.

 … acquire skills that they can use in their daily lives in order to analyze the 

messages of the history culture around them (transfer: e.g. history related movies, 

jubilees, advertisements …).

 … deepen their methodological competences of visual sources analysis.
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3. Stamps as visual historical SOURCES and as historical

PRESENTATIONS – the difference (2)

 Time of the issue of the stamp –
recent past
20 November 2002
commemoration of 400 years of relations
between Sri Lanka (former Ceylon) and
the Netherlands. 

 Time of the depicted historical event
Arrival of Joris van Spilbergen (1568-1620),
representative of the Dutch East India
Company at Ceylon in 1602.

▼
The stamp offers a visual source of the history 
culture in Sri Lanka in 2002, and
a representation of an historic event that 
happened 400 before.
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3. In addition: About postage stamps as visual historical 

SOURCES (3) 
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 ‘Stamps, like any other non-book material such as banknotes, coins, posters, and 
maps, serve as recording media and source for information that illustrates the 
social, commercial, political, cultural, historical, and artistic aspects of a society 
in their own unique style. Using short and abstract text, color graphics and 
symbols on a limited surface area to communicate its contents is the key 
attribute that differentiates stamp from other non-book material. For this unique 
attribute, the stamp can be deemed both as a communication tool and a work 
of art. Conversely, stamp and other philatelic material in Turkey are largely 
regarded as collection materials rather than being a source for information. This 
study aims at performing a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the stamp 
collection at the National Library of Turkey as well as providing information on 
cataloging and maintaining of stamps and offering them to the attention of the 
public to stress the importance of stamps as a source for information rather than 
just a collection material.’ 

 In: ‘Stamps as an information source’ (2006), in: National Library of Turkey, Library 
Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical Services, Volume 30, Issues 1–2, March–
June, pp 117-127, here: 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1464905506000406

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1464905506000406


4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (1)

 Step 1: Students’ first perception of the picture

 individual perceptions of the picture:

freely expressing associations 

activating prior knowledge

asking questions … 

 collecting first information about the stamp like text(s), monetary value, format 

and size, colours …
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4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (2)

Step 2: The students describe the picture

 The students should describe as precisely as possible what they recognize in 
the picture when they look at it more closely. 

 They should …

 identify the representation technique (e.g. photography, painting, drawing ...)

 identify major and smaller elements of the picture (e.g. people, places, objects, 
symbols …) and 

 pay attention to the way how they are represented (e.g. people: gestures, facial 
expressions, posture …)

 describe the major features of 
 the arrangement (composition) of the picture (e.g. foreground/background, center/ 

periphery …)
 the colour scheme
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4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (3.1)

Step 3: The students analyze the picture as a visual source.

3.1 Analyzing the content of the picture – guiding questions:

 What is the topic of the picture?  Is it historical or contemporaneous?

 When was the stamp edited? How do the times of the depicted object/event and the 
time of the emission relate to each other? 

 Which aspects of the topic are emphasized? 

 What is the meaning of the picture? 

 Is it possible to discern a certain point of view on the subject matter?  

 Does the picture want to affect the viewer? By which means?

 To which target group is the picture addressed?

 What is the (political) message of the picture?

 Which social and political norms and values are being promoted?
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4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (3.2)

3.2: Collecting additional information regarding the political or social context 

of the stamp:

 Why was the stamp issued (anniversary, special occasion…)?

 What was the historical background? Was there a public discussion about the 

issue of the stamp?

 Is the stamp part of a series? 

 And if so, what is its value (high vs. low, but also: often used vs. rarely used)?

 What is the content of the other stamps in the series? 

 Who is the designer of the stamp? 
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4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (3.3)

3.3:  What kind of picture is presented on the stamp?

 A. The picture is designed according to the model of another well-known 

picture. 

Example: Stamp commemorating the 100th birthday of 

Sirimavo Ratwatte Dias Bandaranaike (1916-2000) 

Date of emission: 2016. 

Date of the photo: ca.1960

 B. The picture shows a detail of an existing picture.

Example: Sandro Botticelli: The Birth of Venus (1490)
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4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (3.3)

 C. The picture quotes another image ► creating new meanings by redesign and 
reinterpretation

Painting (1944) of William James Geoffrey Beling (1907-1992): 
‘In year 1603, on the 2 June, the Dutch Admiral 
Joris van Spilbergen arrived in Ceylon.’ 

?

 Theodor de Bry (1528-1598): ‘Columbus, when he first arrived
in India, was honoured and welcomed by the inhabitants 
with great gifts.’ (1594)
From: Theodor de Bry: ‘Arrival of Columbus in the New World. 
The West-Indian Voyages’ (ed. 1590-1618).
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4. Guideline/checklist: 

Four steps to work with stamps as visual sources (3.4)

Step 4: The students interpret and evaluate the stamp as a document of the history 
culture and governmental identity policies at the time of its emission

 What conclusions can be drawn about the time of the emission of the stamp? 

e.g. political strategies and messages / political, societal, and cultural norms & values /
concepts of collective identity / invented traditions …

 How do the ideas / intentions / messages expressed in the picture relate to contemporary 
societal reality?

 How may different political / social / cultural groups have been interpreting or evaluating 
the ideas / intentions / message conveyed by the stamp?

 Is it possible to imagine the theme of the stamp being reissued today? Or would be there 
obstacles
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5. Suggestions and creative ideas for the use of visual 

sources in history lessons (1)

 In general: 

stamps can be used at the beginning, in the main part or at the end of lessons;

for the introduction of a topic or deepening historical thinking or methodological

‘training’ or repetition and even examinations  

 comparison: historical event – representation on stamp(s); 

if applicable: comparison of several stamps on the same historical event

 using stamps for lessons about ‘history culture’/ ‘remembrance culture’ / ‘use and misuse 

of history’ / ‘invented traditions’ / ‘identity policies’  … 

 using diachronic series of stamps for exploring continuity and 

change in the history culture: 

e.g. political leaders, national symbols, ideas of technological progress, 

objects of national pride, commemorations …                                               Stamp from 1960
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5. Suggestions and creative ideas for the use of visual 

sources in history lessons (2)

 using a whole stamp set (from the smallest to the highest value) – maybe stamp sets 

about prominent persons, technological achievements, national symbols, or prestigious 

traditions – for exploring the selection and the attribution of value

Activity for the students: Considering and discussing questions like: Who or what is missing in the 

series in their eyes? How they would attribute the different values from today’s perspective? Which 

political persons or technological achievements they would choose today for a set with 6 stamps?  …

 using blank stamps for the students to create a stamp (series) related to a curricular topic

Activity for the students: Considering and discussing questions like: Which persons and events should

be depicted in which way? Which symbols could be used and why? …
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Further Examples by Niroshana
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Issued on 17th May 1973: Bandaranaike Memorial Hall (International 

Conference Hall), construction started in 1964 as a donation from China; 

completed in 1973 after several changes of governing parties. 

Issued 27 November 2001: The 25th anniversary of 

S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike National Memorial Foundation 

(built from 1975 – 1976)

► British series ‘Great Britain’: 

King George V (1910-1936)

issued on 1921 (until1933), 6c 

◄ Issued on 05th April 1949

1st Prime Minister of Sri Lanka 

Rt. Hon. D. S. Senanayake (1947-1952)



Further examples by Niroshana
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